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ABSTRACT 

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, many factors, such as greater emphasis 
on the importance of the home and its decoration, contributed to the separation of interior 
decoration from other similar vocations. By the early twentieth century, interior decoration 
as a profession and occupation had begun to gain acceptance in the market place and 
academic world. Print media attention focused on the interior decorator who was no 
longer merely a wall painter or furniture salesman but was a furnisher and marketer 
of art and good taste. Advances in formal education and a culture of professionalism 
contributed to the realization by practitioners and others that interior decoration required 
specialized knowledge so many began to push for training in newspapers, books, 
and magazines. This study discusses the origins of interior decoration education in the 
1870s, when the first courses related to the home were offered at mid-western land-grant 
universities, to 1930, the year before the organization of the American Institute of Interior 
Decorators (AID) was founded. It covers the variety of training methods for decorators and 
the sometimes conflicting views of early advocates for the profession and for education. 
It points out tensions within interior decoration and conflicts with other similar fields. 
Finally, it looks at several university programs in different academic homes and the various 
course titles used in the curriculums. If training for interior decorators between 1870 and 
1930 could be described in a single word, it probably would be diversity. This was 
reflected in the many means and places to acquire training, the institutions that offered 
it, and the opinions about it. The earliest training methods were those that were most 
readily accessible for most people, such as self-education or apprenticeships. They were 
soon joined by interior decoration courses and programs at various art, design, and 
industrial art schools; colleges and universities; teachers’ colleges; and other institutions 
across the United States. Throughout this early period, institutional training evolved from 
a single course to complete programs. The first bachelor’s degrees were awarded. This 
early period also established ties between interior decoration and the disciplines of fine 
arts, architecture, and home economics. Diversity was important to interior decoration 
at its inception because it permitted individuality, provided availability for more people, 
and accommodated the evolving definition and practice in the field. At the same time, 
it reflected and contributed to such challenges as a lack of identity and cohesion. In 
education, this diversity was evident in the variety of institutions offering study in interior 
decoration, its various academic homes, the assortment of course and program titles, and 
differences in program requirements. A lack of standards and consensus in education 
helped to create gaps and disparities in preparation, knowledge, and skill among 
practitioners. Interior decoration did not resolve these problems. As a result, they became 
the foundation on which interior design was built. 
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This paper covers the origins of interior decoration education from the 1870s, when the frst courses related 
to the home were offered at mid-western land-grant universities, to 1930, the year before the organization of 

the American Institute of Interior Decorators (AID). 

The profession of Interior Design is relatively 
new, constantly evolving, and often confusing 
to the public. (International Interior Design 
Association website, 2016) 

Unlike other professions, such as architecture or 
medicine, interior design continues to struggle with a 
clear identity and a lack of cohesion both within and 
outside of the profession. This manifests in areas such 
as titles, regulation, and appropriate levels of edu-
cation. Ideas and opinions, often differing, abound 
regarding how to promote interior design as a valid 
and valuable profession, particularly to the public.1 

Two signifcant areas for intense debate as a means 
of raising professional identity are professional titles 
(and their defnitions) and degree levels and titles 
in interior design education. Some advocate a name 
change from interior design to interior architecture as 
a more accurate description of what interior designers 
do and a better way to distinguish them from other 
similar professionals. Others maintain that a name 
change will not solve the identity problem.2 

In education, the Council for Interior Design Accred-
itation (CIDA) “recognizes the baccalaureate degree 
as the benchmark for a professional interior design 
education,” which “is best defned and evaluated at 
the undergraduate level.”3 Even with standardized 
educational requirements as defned by an accrediting 
body, interior design is housed in various academic 
homes, which infuence programmatic emphases 
and curricular requirements, and degree titles range 
from Bachelor of Science to Bachelor of Fine Arts to 
Bachelor of Interior Design.4 There are even greater 
variations in academic homes, degree titles, and 
program requirements in graduate interior design 
programs, which are not accredited. Schools offer 
frst- and post-professional master’s degrees, such as 
Master of Arts, Master of Fine Arts, or Master of Inte-
rior Design. Some have proposed a frst professional 
master’s instead of the bachelor’s degree, because 
the profession has a greatly expanded knowledge 
base and increasing levels of specialization; others 
disagree. The Master of Interior Design (MID) has 
been defned as both a frst- and a post-professional 
(or terminal) degree.5 

This diversity raises the question, why do such vari-
ations characterize interior design education? One 
unexplored area for consideration is interior design’s 
roots in the early professional development and 
origins of education in interior decoration. Despite 
growing attempts to piece together an early history, 
interior design still lacks a comprehensive history 
of its early professional development, education, 
and practitioners in interior decoration.6 Among 
the endeavors that do exist, none have delved into 
primary sources to uncover the dialog surrounding 
the development of educational programs between 
1870 and 1930. This can be partially attributed 
to the fact that after interior design emerged from 
interior decoration about the mid-twentieth century, 
it avoided associations with interior decoration for 
various reasons, such as a desire to indicate that they 
were and are separate felds.7 

As history is important for the perspective it can 
offer, this paper addresses the following questions. 
First, what characterized early interior decoration 
education? And where could one obtain training? 
Second, what insights might early education in inte-
rior decoration offer about interior design’s current 
struggles? This paper covers the origins of inte-
rior decoration education from the 1870s, when 
the frst courses related to the home were offered at 
mid-western land-grant universities, to 1930, the year 
before the organization of the American Institute of 
Interior Decorators (AID). It illustrates the diversity 
of training methods and the sometimes-conficting 
views of early advocates for the profession and for 
education. It points out tensions within interior dec-
oration and conficts with other similar felds, some 
of which were related to education. Finally, it looks 
at several programs in different academic homes and 
the various course titles used in the curriculums. 

Sources 
The researcher reviewed primary and secondary 
documents related to the topic. Primary documents 
included articles in newspapers and periodicals, 
vocational manuals, government publications, and 
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To identify schools teaching interior decoration, the most helpful periodical was the American Art Annual. 
Published yearly from 1899 to 1940, it provided a list of schools teaching art and the subjects they taught, 

including architecture and interior decoration. 

bulletins and catalogs of various schools and uni-
versities. Primary sources related to the professional 
development and training for interior decorators 
are fairly numerous. Secondary documents included 
studies of interior decoration education, histories 
of individual schools, and the development of inte-
rior decoration as a profession. Sources specifcally 
addressing interior decoration education are limited. 

Primary Sources 

A host of primary resources are available online. 
Some databases, such as JSTOR, have full-text articles 
from period periodicals, such as the Decorator and 
Furnisher. Newspapers from the nineteenth century 
onward are indexed in various locations; several, such 
as the New York Times, have their own databases. 
Some university archives have digitized catalogs and 
other early documents on their websites. Primary doc-
uments also are available on sites such as Archives.org 
(university catalogs and other materials), HEARTH 
(Home Economics related), or Google Books (uni-
versity catalogs, government publications, and 
books). 

Starting in the 1880s, articles by staff writers, interior 
decorators,8 furniture salesmen, and, occasionally, 
architects, appeared in newspapers, periodicals, 
vocational guidance manuals, and government 
publications. Some gave decorating advice, while 
others highlighted the work of particular decora-
tors, described interior decoration practice, and/or 
explained how to become a decorator.9 The latter 
usually emphasized the need for training with writers 
outlining what they regarded as the knowledge and 
skills needed by decorators and delineating where 
and how long one should study. Beliefs varied widely. 
The earliest newspaper article found was from 1878, 
and the earliest periodical article was from 1895.10 

Both identifed house or interior decoration as a 
new feld appealing to women. The former men-
tioned house decorating along with china painting 
and embroidery. The latter, written by practitioner 
Candace Wheeler (1827–1923), was a more in-depth 
discussion of interior decoration as a profession and 
the training it required. 

The quotations heading the various sections refect 
the voices of people concerned about interior deco-
ration during the period. However, important miss-
ing voices are those of interior decoration educators 
and professional organizations. No literature about 
the program or course development at the various 
schools discussed here was uncovered. Only two arti-
cles discussing pedagogy from the period were found. 
They were: “The Training of an Interior Decorator,” 
from 1916 and “Experiences in Teaching Household 
Decoration,” published in 1919.11 Several regional or 
local professional organizations were founded in the 
early twentieth century, such as the Society of Inte-
rior Decorators, mentioned in Arts and Decoration 
in1920.12 They usually proclaimed improving edu-
cation as a goal but appeared to have little impact 
nationally. 

To identify schools teaching interior decoration, the 
most helpful periodical was the American Art Annual. 
Published yearly from 1899 to 1940, it provided a list 
of schools teaching art and the subjects they taught, 
including architecture and interior decoration. Types 
of schools included universities; teachers’ colleges; 
art, design and industrial art schools; and other 
institutions offering the study of art. As schools 
self-reported, some were probably missing from the 
yearly lists.13 

Vocational guidance books provided job and career 
descriptions, information about job affnity, knowl-
edge and skill requirements, and even proper dress 
and etiquette. Usually arranged by occupation, many 
included interior decoration. Almost without excep-
tion, the authors advocated training for the decorator, 
and their recommendations varied. For example, in 
1897, educator and suffragette, Frances Willard 
(1839–1898) identifed the skills needed for interior 
decoration, recommended several schools of art, and 
described the study plan of a young woman.14 Later, 
interior decorator Nancy McClelland (1877–1959) 
called for art training plus art history and foreign 
languages.15 

From the 1890s onward, government publications 
and reports from the Bureau of Education (now the 
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Department of Education) addressed various types 
of public and private institutions, teaching methods, 
and the general state of education in the United 
States. Interior decoration was not mentioned until 
the frst decades of the twentieth century, when 
these publications began to identify schools and 
degree programs.16 One of the most useful for this 
study was “Professional Art Schools,” in the Report 
of the Commissioner of Education for the Year 
Ended June 30, 1914. The author identifed six types 
of art schools, explained what each taught, and 
provided enrollments and lists of schools.17 Benjamin 
R. Andrews’s 1914 study of education for the home 
for the Bureau of Education was helpful too. Findings 
were published in four parts; Part III was the most 
useful for this study because it described results of a 
survey of 450 colleges and universities open to women 
concerning courses related to the home, including 
interior decoration.18 

Interior decoration was mentioned in several general 
studies of higher education. One looked at programs 
at southern schools of home economics; another 
examined fne arts education in teachers colleges; and 
a third studied courses at junior colleges.19 In 1915, 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City 
conducted a study of art schools in the city. Intended 
to help the museum’s activities, beneft artists, and 
provide vocational guidance, it identifed nine schools 
teaching interior decoration.20 

Secondary Sources 

Secondary sources on the history of interior deco-
ration education are few. The earliest found was an 
analysis of a student portfolio dating 1907 to 1910 
from Pratt Institute.21 The work, which was from the 
program in decorative and applied design, focused 
on “fat design patterns and ornamentation, rather 
than a concern with actual rooms.” The authors also 
found that, while the work was masterfully executed, 
it did not reveal much “emphasis on planning and 
volumetric approaches to interior design and dec-
oration” in it.22 They speculated that the portfolio 
refected design education in the 1910s.23 

One master’s thesis, “Tracing the Paths of Interior 
Design Education,” explored the history and relation-
ship of architecture, art education, and home eco-
nomics to interior design education as a backdrop 
for case studies of contemporary interior design pro-
grams housed in those three academic units. Rather 
than an in-depth exploration of early schools, the 
author provided a general overview derived from sec-
ondary sources of a few schools within each area as 
precursors to interior design education. Early training 
methods, other than apprenticeships, were not identi-
fed. While the author recognized the diversity in early 
training, she did not explore opinions about train-
ing and identify early programs and their curriculums 
or early nomenclature. Consequently, the connection 
between early interior decoration education and inte-
rior design is not developed.24 

Some interior design books briefy mention early 
education or particular schools. Examples are Inte-
rior Design: A Critical Introduction; New York Inte-
rior Design, 1935–1985; Volume 1; and Interior 
Design in the Twentieth Century.25 The Journal of 
Design History published a special issue on the pro-
fessionalization of interior design in 2008, but none 
of the papers mentioned education. Nor did any 
of the papers in the Journal of Interior Design’s 
three special history issues discuss interior decoration 
education.26 

Three of the disciplines related to interior 
decoration—fne arts, home economics, and 
architecture—have fairly extensive histories that 
include their educational developments, but rarely 
mention interior decoration. For example, decora-
tion is not mentioned in either of the two histories 
of art education used in this study.27 Architecture 
School: Three Centuries of Educating Architects in 
North America included a paper on interiors, but 
Mary Woods’s examination of training methods 
for architects in the nineteenth century did not.28 

A few studies in home economics,29 such as those 
by Dohr and Forbess and Kaup, Anderson, and 
Honey, discussed the relationship between interior 
design and home economics.30 Some histories of 
individual schools or departments mentioned interior 
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decoration, such as A Century of Home Economics 
at Iowa State University and History of A College, 
1873–1988, Kansas State University.31 However, a 
comprehensive study of interior decoration in any 
university context was not uncovered. This paper 
intends to help fll that gap through its identifcation 
of training methods between 1870 and 1930 and 
its overview of selected university programs offering 
interior decoration in all three disciplines. 

As previously mentioned, no single comprehensive 
examination of the development of interior decora-
tion as a profession in the United States appears to 
exist, but some studies, such as those by McNeil, 
Hoganston, and Robertson,32 addressed the topic 
as part of a discussion of other aspects of inte-
rior decoration. Books by Kirkham, Sparke, and 
Massey provided short overviews of interior decora-
tion’s development as a profession and its focus on 
women, which this study does not.33 None discussed 
education. 

Factors Contributing to the Diversity 
in Interior Decoration Training 
Between 1870 and 1930 in the United States, many 
factors contributed to the development of interior 
decoration as a distinct occupation with a need for 
specialized training. This period experienced signif-
cant changes as industrialization rapidly transformed 
life and work. An increasingly complex industrial 
society, new jobs, and business growth demanded 
more and different types of knowledge and ways to 
acquire it. More people had access to formal school-
ing, including high school and higher education. 
Advances in manufacturing, production, and trans-
portation provided goods for a larger and wealthier 
middle class, which engendered a consumer culture. 
Rapid growth in communication and publishing 
brought an increasing array of reading materials to 
a more literate readership. These publications, along 
with museums and worlds’ fairs, helped to familiarize 
people with art and design.34 

The most important factors infuencing the growth 
and development of interior decoration education 
were the increased emphasis on higher education, the 
growth of professions and their need for specialized 
education, and the separation of interior decoration 
from other related occupations. The latter was accom-
panied by an evolving defnition of interior decora-
tion, practitioners from multiple areas, and tensions 
within and outside the feld. 

Following the Civil War, huge advances in formal edu-
cation occurred in the United States.35 Public interest 
and government support helped raise the numbers of 
elementary and high schools, along with colleges, uni-
versities, and other institutions, including schools of 
art and design. Industrialization, with its dependence 
on specialization and division of labor, had all but 
eliminated the traditional apprenticeship.36 Conse-
quently, existing jobs and new ones required different 
preparation, usually in the form of more, or a differ-
ent type of, education. Besides helping to stimulate 
the growth of higher or post-high school education, 
it added to an increased demand for more specialized 
training in many felds, including interior decoration. 

In the second half of the nineteenth century, industri-
alization created new types of jobs and new profes-
sions, such as stenographers and industrial designers. 
At the end of the century, the Progressive Movement, 
a social and political reform movement, stressed the 
specialization of knowledge and scientifc solutions 
to modern problems. Consequently, the era heralded 
the rise of the expert who possessed that specialized 
knowledge and/or training.37 This became a means to 
separate amateurs from professionals, which helped 
to further education in many areas, including interior 
decoration.38 

A culture of professionalism manifested in many 
areas of life—popular culture, the academy, and 
work. Older professions, such as medicine, made 
great strides in adopting standards in education and 
professional organizations. New occupations, such as 
teaching and interior decoration, began to take their 
frst steps toward professionalization.39 
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Practitioners from multiple felds contributed to the lack of a consistent identity, which, in turn, fostered 
diversity within practice and was refected in early education. 

For centuries, various people—from artisans to 
painters—decorated interiors, each bringing different 
ideas, skills, and emphases to the task. The notion 
of a specialized feld or occupation specifc to the 
decoration of interiors began to take shape in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century in the United 
States.40 While this had multiple causes, the most 
signifcant were the increased interest in art and 
design and the importance of the home, which, when 
coupled with general prosperity between 1870 and 
1930 and media attention, created a climate receptive 
to and a market for the interior decorator. 

During the frst half of the nineteenth century, indus-
trialization made home furnishings more available 
to more people, but these goods were not necessarily 
well designed or well made. Many buyers lacked the 
taste and training to discriminate between the two.41 

The 1876 American Centennial brought matters of 
art, design, and taste to the attention of American 
writers, critics, and designers.42 Infuenced by English 
design reformers, such as John Ruskin and William 
Morris, they declared that American taste was sadly 
lacking and called for reforms and more training in 
art and design to improve taste.43 

The home was a particular focus for reform. Not only 
was it a refuge from the ills of industrialization, but 
also the home’s interior environment was believed to 
affect the inhabitants positively or negatively depend-
ing upon how it was decorated and furnished. Conse-
quently, home decoration was far too important to be 
left to chance.44 To help, during the 1870s and 1880s, 
newspaper and periodical articles and advice books 
explained how to decorate correctly and tastefully.45 

They also called attention to interior decorators who 
marketed art and good taste, unlike upholsterers and 
furniture salesmen who were “uneducated products 
of commercialism.”46 This media notice helped to 
increase the number of decorators and, by extension, 
the means to train them. It also served as a platform 
for the opinions of decorators, designers, architects, 
and others and refected developments in practice.47 

One important effect of all this was a change in the 
defnition of the interior decorator. During the last 

quarter of the nineteenth century, the term interior 
decorator usually referred to various tradespeople, 
such as painters, home furnishing salesmen, antique 
dealers, or upholsterers. By the early twentieth cen-
tury, interior decorator began to mean someone 
who furnished interiors as a full-time occupation.48 

Although the interior decorator of the early twentieth 
century might sell fnishes and furniture like the 
tradesperson, he or she possessed the knowledge, 
training, and experience to create beautiful, tasteful 
rooms and houses that followed the “architect’s 
intent.”49 This more comprehensive approach sep-
arated interior decorators from other vendors or 
tradespeople.50 

However, the understanding of this concept and con-
sistent use of the term interior decorator was by no 
means universal. For example, descriptions of deco-
rators as wall painters continued into the frst decades 
of the twentieth century,51 and some practitioners 
tried to defne the interior decorator.52 Part of the 
explanation lies in the fact that early in a profes-
sion’s development, by necessity, practitioners come 
from other occupations, and separation is often a 
struggle.53 Both were true of interior decoration (and 
continue to be so in interior design today). Practition-
ers from multiple felds contributed to the lack of a 
consistent identity, which, in turn, fostered diversity 
within practice and was refected in early education. 
This is evident in the multiplicity of training methods 
writers advocated; the diversity of institutions teach-
ing interior decoration; the variety within university 
programs, and, even, course titles, which included 
house furnishing, home decoration, interior decora-
tion, interior architecture, and interior design. 

Once an occupation takes shape, “the question 
of training” comes next.54 This started in interior 
decoration in the late 1880s, when practitioners and 
others promoting interior decoration began to call for 
training. They cited many reasons. Candace Wheeler 
insisted that, “interior decoration at its best, certainly 
demands varied and exact knowledge,” while Mary 
Linton Bookwalter (1873–1953) linked professional 
authority and success with extensive training.55 

Others believed that training was important because 
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decorators performed a valuable service. Not only 
did they create beautiful interiors, but they also 
helped infuence taste for the better.56 A few pointed 
out the need to “safeguard” the public from the 
untrained decorator as it was for doctors through 
the “physician’s diploma.”57 And, of course, training 
separated the amateur from the professional as many 
recognized.58 Scathing criticisms were aimed at those 
lacking training.59 

Once the practitioners of an occupation recognize the 
need for training, the next step is to establish it.60 

This began in interior decoration during the 1880s 
with would-be practitioners taking advantage of what 
was available, such as self-education, apprenticeships, 
and art training. Classes and programs soon devel-
oped, frst in art or design schools, then in universi-
ties. By 1930, art and design schools offered certif-
cates or diplomas, and colleges and universities had 
courses and programs, some with degrees in interior 
decoration.61 

Harold Wilensky points out that once training 
methods are established, two areas of struggle often 
appear. First is the confict between those who entered 
the profession without training and the ones with 
training. Second is the “hard competition with neigh-
boring occupations.”62 Both were evident in interior 
decoration in the early twentieth century, just as they 
are today in interior design. 

In the case of the frst confict, some decorators 
considered natural talent and/or good taste suffcient 
for practice and believed that no or minimal training 
was necessary. On the other end of the spectrum 
were practitioners who insisted that many years of 
education were required, such as the one who wrote 
that interior decoration was a profession only for 
those who were 

willing to give nine years of the hardest 
kind of preparatory work [in art, design, 
cabinetmaking] and who possesses two 
points more essential than any natural taste 
or personal following can possibly be, a 

thorough knowledge of arithmetic and a 
liberal allowance of common sense.63 

As the quote shows, some regarded taste or natural 
talent as important, but not more so than training. 
Others, who had entered practice before the advent 
of formal training, believed that since they worked up 
from humble beginnings there is no reason “why the 
fedglings of today should not do the same.”64 

In the case of occupational competition, tension arose 
between architects and interior decorators, especially 
when the latter lacked training.65 This was apparent 
in the 1917–1918 series of articles in Good Furniture 
that addressed connections, similarities, and differ-
ences between the two occupations.66 Although this 
confict existed in practice, there was a tie between 
architectural and interior decoration education dur-
ing the period. 

The last quarter of the nineteenth century was an 
opportune time in the United States for interior 
decoration. Many factors helped it emerge from 
other felds and gain acceptance in the marketplace 
and academic world. Early advocates for interior 
decoration as a vocation recognized that it demanded 
specialized training, but there was little consensus 
on the best way to acquire training, how much was 
needed, or the components of training. The evolving 
defnition and practice of the interior decorator; early 
decorators who came mostly from other felds; and 
the fact that few, if any, standards for decoration 
education existed also contributed to the acceptance 
of interior decoration. 

Training Methods 

To acquire all this [a decorator’s knowledge 
and experience], there are as many ways as 
there are individuals. (an interior decorator, 
in 1924).67 

Between 1870 and 1930, there was no single means 
of training for interior decorators.68 Nor was there 
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Apprenticeships were a common, if not the only, means of training for interior decorators until well into the 
early twentieth century. 

agreement about the best way(s) to obtain an edu-
cation or how long it should be. Most practitioners 
appeared to recommend training similar to their 
own. When calls for training began, few, if any, 
schools existed, so most writers advocated methods 
that were available or accessible to most people, 
such as apprenticeships. After schools began to 
teach interior decoration, writers, even if they were 
practitioners, often did not appear to know about 
them or simply continued to recommend on-the-job 
training.69 Training methods are discussed chrono-
logically beginning with self-education and ending 
with correspondence courses. 

Self-Education 

I would get the best your city affords of art 
instruction and of art reading. I would see 
the best houses. I would go to all exhibi-
tions of embroideries, ceramic treasures and 
art industries.70 (Susan Ward Hayes, Editor, 
1885) 

Writers and practitioners recommended various 
means of self-education, particularly in the late 
nineteenth century, when few schools taught interior 
decoration, so people had to create their own 
training, as Wheeler pointed out.71 Depending on 
accessibility and one’s own needs, a person could 
choose reading, visiting museums, studying examples 
of excellent interior decoration, studying abroad, 
and/or attending lectures or meetings to learn interior 
decoration. 

Reading was often identifed as a means to learn 
the principles of interior decoration.72 One author 
pointed out that while acquiring “proper train-
ing” might sound “formidable at frst,” it was eas-
ily obtained by reading the “concise manuals and 
hand-books of decoration to be found in any public 
library.”73 A few insisted that decorating knowledge 
came “partly through books” and when armed with 
information from books, lectures, and art classes, any 
“artistic person” could become a decorator.74 Some 

considered reading part of the decorator’s life-long or 
continuing education.75 

Writers also advised visiting museums, art galleries, 
“the best houses,” “beautiful home departments of 
the big stores,” and lobbies and tea rooms of hotels 
to develop the “faculty of observation and critical 
judgment.”76 Others suggested going to various man-
ufacturers and artisans to see how things were made 
so as to better guide clients.77 Authors also pointed 
out learning opportunities in lectures and programs 
offered by museums, art and decorative art societies, 
and other organizations that sprang up in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.78 In 1913, 
for example, the Sketching Club in Indianapolis, 
Indiana, studied interior decoration at its meetings,79 

and Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts offered several 
courses, such as The Elements of Architecture for 
Interior Decorators.80 

Later, art and design schools and universities con-
tinued some self-education practices. For example, 
Pennsylvania Museum School of Industrial Art 
encouraged interior decoration students to visit 
“notable buildings and collections where the best 
historic and modern work may be seen, and to the 
shops of the best decorators and other craftsmen.”81 

Other institutions, such as the New York School 
of Fine and Applied Arts, brought in local prac-
titioners, artisans, and tradespeople for informal 
lectures.82 

Apprenticeships 

There are many schools which give courses 
on the subject [interior decoration], but I 
believe the better way to secure a knowledge 
of this profession is to serve apprenticeship 
with some good frm and learn the practical 
end of the business as well as the artistic 
side.83 (Ella Flanders, Decorator, 1920) 

Apprenticeships are the oldest means of learning a 
craft, trade, or profession in the United States.84 Until 
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Furthermore, the principles of art were regarded as the same in all media, and once learned, they were 
applicable to almost any feld, including interior decoration. 

the second half of the nineteenth century, they were 
the main path into building design and construction 
trades.85 Apprenticeships were a common, if not the 
only, means of training for interior decorators until 
well into the early twentieth century. 

Literature presents two opinions about appren-
ticeships in interior decoration, one as a sole 
means of training and the other as a supple-
ment to formal education. Before the advent of 
institutional training, the apprenticeship was the 
cornerstone of a self-education program and was 
for some the only means of acquiring training.86 An 
upholsterer-turned-decorator reminisced in 1922, 
“One must remember that in days past the only 
education that the decorator could obtain was in 
the shop. There were no schools. There were no 
books.”87 Later on, some continued to insist that 
apprenticeships were the best way to learn deco-
rating. As one decorator said, “The girl just out of 
school is handicapped by the lack of experience, for 
school training is not all that necessary. Experience is 
an absolute requirement.”88 

Others viewed work as the primary means to acquire 
practical experience to supplement formal education, 
apply theoretical knowledge from school, and learn 
business practices or how to sell.89 While most 
recommended working with an interior decorator, 
some advocated work experience in an architect’s 
offce and in various trades to see how things were 
made, so one could more effectively design and use 
them.90 

Despite practitioner recommendations and sup-
port, none of the schools reviewed in this paper 
required apprenticeships. However, entering practice 
by apprenticeship was likely common especially for 
people who could not or did not seek out institu-
tional training. The frm or person with whom a 
would-be decorator served an apprenticeship col-
ored his or her conception of what comprised the 
work of the interior decorator and perpetuated 
these various viewpoints. Additionally, no standards 
for length or type of work experience appeared 
to exist. 

Fine Arts Training 

Art is art just as truly in the covering of 
a chair and in the lighting of a room as 
it is in a painting by Rembrandt or in the 
lines of a Greek vase. The art may differ 
in degree, but the basic principles are the 
same.91 (William Sloan Coffn, Director, W 
& J Sloane (Carpets), 1916) 

Starting in the late nineteenth century, the study of 
art, that is, the fne arts, was a frequent training 
recommendation for interior decorators that was 
accessible to most people.92 Art and design schools 
existed from the early nineteenth century in the 
United States, but after the Civil War, art training 
for everyone, particularly drawing, was touted as 
necessary for the industrializing nation, not only to 
improve taste, and “stimulate the rational powers 
of the mind,” but also as an “essential industrial 
skill and … moral force,” which, “along with a 
general education, would assure the orderly conduct 
of society.”93 Drawing and the principles of art were 
taught in public schools, and study in the visual 
arts became an “integral part of the liberal arts” 
education at universities through drawing and art 
history classes.94 

Furthermore, the principles of art were regarded 
as the same in all media, and once learned, they 
were applicable to almost any feld, including interior 
decoration. Drawing and painting helped train the eye 
and hand to work together, assisted in observation 
skills and visual literacy, and aided in the development 
of a sense of correct taste, proportion, and scale along 
with other design principles.95 

Despite general agreement of the importance of art 
training, some recognized that art training alone did 
not provide a complete education or understanding of 
practice for the decorator.96 As a practitioner pointed 
out, “The mastery of drawing, itself, however useful, 
will not make you a successful decorator.”97 
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This highlights a diffculty with only fne arts train-
ing and/or self-education. They provided only a por-
tion of the training needed by interior decorators, 
which further was complicated by the lack of an 
agreed-upon body of knowledge for interior deco-
rators. Some attempted to defne one, but general 
accord did not exist.98 Each of these methods could 
provide only part of the knowledge and skills needed 
by the professional decorator, whether drawing, the-
ory, or practical experience. None, except perhaps 
the apprenticeship if done with an interior decorator, 
imparted a complete understanding of what interior 
decoration was or should be. As Wheeler pointed out, 
the student who could not learn decorating in a sin-
gle place had to combine knowledge obtained from 
various sources “in her own inexperienced way and 
learn by her own failures [and experiments] the true 
practice of the art [of decorating].”99 

Interior decoration programs in art and design 
schools and universities housed in architecture and art 
departments or schools required fne arts classes, such 
as freehand drawing, painting, watercolor, and sculp-
ture. This could indicate that fne arts courses com-
prised the frst generally agreed-upon foundation for 
interior decoration programs. It also supported the 
general notion of the interior decorator as an artist.100 

Art and Design Schools101 

The public scarcely realizes how large a part 
drawing and design play in all manufac-
tures and in all the branches of the building 
trades.102 (Author Unknown, 1916) 

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the 
Aesthetic and Arts and Crafts Movements inspired 
the opening of more schools of art and design 
to help reform taste and improve product design. 
By the turn of the century, “a bewildering variety 
of summer schools, night schools, design schools,” 
museum schools, schools at art galleries, and schools 
founded by individuals offered classes in both the 
fne and applied arts.103 They taught such courses 

as drawing, painting, illustration, china painting and, 
even architecture.104 

The earliest mention of an interior decoration class 
at an art or design school found in this study was 
at the Women’s Institute of Technical Design in New 
York in 1883. The New York Times reported that 
the school would shortly have a course on a topic 
“that is not now taught to women in any school in 
America, namely interior decoration, including fresco 
stenciling, mural decoration and mosaics.”105 

The description of the course suggests that it focused 
on the decorator as painter, not furnisher, which 
refected some of the diverse types of practitioners at 
that time. It is likely that the earliest courses and pro-
grams had this same emphasis, and as the defnition of 
the interior decorator evolved, so did programmatic 
content. An example is the Pennsylvania Museum’s 
School of Industrial Art. From its inception in 1895 to 
about 1915, the interior decoration program focused 
on the decorator as a painter, as evidenced by courses 
such as Use of Pounces and Design of Stencils.106 

Figure 1, taken from the 1905–1906 school circular, 
shows students in interior decoration applying stencil 
decorations they had designed and cut to walls, 
noting that this was “one of the best exercises for 
the inculcation of the fundamental principles of good 
design.”107 As time passed, the program increasingly 
focused on the decorator as a furnisher by adding 
new courses, such as Interior Design Problems, Fur-
niture Study, and Rendering.108 By 1925, students 
learned to design, furnish, and render interiors, as 
seen in Figure 2, which is a student’s perspective of 
a living room. Between 1895 and 1930, the program 
evolved from two to four years, and its title changed 
from Interior Decoration to Interior Decoration 
Design.109 

Universities and Interior Decoration110 

A decorator is not a professional man from 
my point of view. He holds no degree. A 
decorator is not a professional man, because 
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… some of the earliest classes in house design and decoration were in Schools of Domestic Science, 
Domestic Economy, or Household Arts, which were precursors of home economics. 

Figure 1. “Use of Stencils by the Class in Interior Decoration,” Circular of The School of Industrial Art of 
Pennsylvania Museum, School of Applied Art, 1905–1906, 33. Retrieved from https://archive.org/ 
details/schoolcatalog190506penn. 

he holds no diploma.111 (Two Decorators, 
1918) 

Between 1870 and 1930, interior decoration came 
to be taught in colleges, normal schools or teachers 
colleges, and universities. It was usually housed in 
schools, departments, or divisions of home eco-
nomics, architecture, and art or fne arts.112 Two 
of the earliest degrees were the 1910 Bachelor of 
Science in Education with a major in house design 
and decoration at Teachers College of Columbia 
University in New York City and at the University 

of Minnesota’s Bachelor of Science in interior dec-
oration in 1918.113 The university connection was 
important to the professional and academic advance-
ment of the development of “standard terms of 
study, academic degrees and research programs to 
expand the base of knowledge” and, of course, 
teachers of interior design.114 

Table 1 provides information for the programs dis-
cussed in this paper during the year in which each 
required the most interior decoration credits. As 
the table shows, they were very different from one 
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Figure 2. “Class in Interior Decoration—A Living Room, Marion Fogg,” The Pennsylvania Museum and 
School of Industrial Art, Department of Industrial Art, Annual Circular 1925–1926, 26. Retrieved from 
https://archive.org/stream/schoolcatalog1925penn. 

another. Numbers and types of courses varied as did 
program credits, calendar systems, and degrees or 
certifcates awarded. This made it diffcult to com-
pare them. 

Universities: Home Economics 

This School proceeds upon the assumption 
that the house-keeper needs education as the 
house-builder. [And it] includes the architec-
ture of the dwelling house, with the laws 
of heating and ventilation; … the principles 
of taste, as applied to ornamentation, furni-
ture, clothing, landscapes … ”115 (School of 
Domestic Science and Art, Illinois Industrial 
University) 

Although rarely mentioned in primary sources giving 
advice to decorators,116 some of the earliest classes 
in house design and decoration were in Schools of 

Domestic Science, Domestic Economy, or Household 
Arts, which were precursors of home economics. 
Beginning in the late 1870s, mid-western land grant 
colleges that admitted women provided courses to 
prepare them to be wives, mothers, and homemakers. 
The frst schools to offer this training were Iowa State 
College (now Iowa State University) 1870–1872, 
Kansas State Agricultural College (now Kansas State 
University) in 1873–1874, and Illinois Industrial 
University (now University of Illinois) in 1875.117 

Coursework in home economics programs continued 
to prepare women primarily for careers as homemak-
ers until well into the twentieth century. However, 
between 1905 and 1910, some schools recognized 
that home economics education could apply to other 
areas of interest to women, such as interior decora-
tion. This change did not become pervasive within 
home economics until the 1960s.118 

During the 1880s, Kansas State Agricultural College 
(now Kansas State University) provided some courses 
related to the home, such as Home Architecture and 
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Schools, divisions, or departments of architecture offered interior decoration in at least four ways between 
1892 and 1930. 

Table 1. Comparison of schools: program inception, year reviewed, program length, courses and 
credits, calendar system, and degree or certificate 

No. of courses/  
Program ID credits or hours/ 

Program Year length total credits or Semester/ Certificate/ 
School inception reviewed (years) hours or points quarters degree 

Kansas State 1873a 1921–1922 4 35/14/109 credits Semesters B.S., Home 
Economics 

PA. Museum Sch. 1895 1929–1930 4 33 + 33 + 33 + 30 33 weeks Certificate of 
Industrial Art hours/week Proficiency 

U. Pennsylvania 1892–1905 1895–1896 3 22/105 Terms Certificate 
credits/105 hours 

U. Minnesota 1918 1929–1930 4 38/108 hours/ Quarters Bachelor of Interior 
192 hours Architecture 

Teachers College 1910 1912–1913 4 24/57+ up to 10 Semesters B.S. Home Design & 
points/124 points Decoration 

U. Oklahoma 1920 1921 4 18/50 hours in Semesters B.F.A., Decorative 
art/120 hours Design 

U. Washington 1920 1928 4 56/77 courses/183 Semesters B.F.A., Interior Design 
credits 

U. Oregon 1926–1927 1927–1928 5 23/169 hours/243 or Quarters B.Arch., Interior 
255 hours Design 

aCourse of study with no title for young women. 

Home Sanitation. The frst course titled Home Deco- for the general culture afforded by Art Study.” 123 It 
ration appeared in the 1903 catalog, and all students required several design courses, sketching, principles 
also studied drawing, design, and color.119 Between of art, and house furnishings.124 

1912 and 1915, Home Economics students were 
required to take freehand drawing, object drawing, The evolution and diversity of course offerings at 
geometrical drawing, color and design, and could Kansas State refected the general trends in home eco-
elect to take drafting and designing, working draw- nomics education between 1870 and 1930. Although 
ings, and home decoration from the Department schools and colleges of home economics offered the 
of Architecture and Drawing.120 By 1917, drawing frst university courses for the home, they focused 
courses were no longer required, having been replaced on the housewife and included diverse topics such 
by chemistry and other courses. However, Design as sanitation, layouts, and furnishing to emphasize 
and House Furnishings, offered in the Department effciency and practicality. Drawing and design were 
of Applied Art, were required for all majors, and required as part of the general importance of art train-
the term interior decoration as an elective course ing in the United States and to “educate homemakers 
title made its frst appearance in the catalog.121 In (and through them their families) in aesthetics.”125 

1919, Home Economics provided groups of elec- As time passed, programs recognized that home eco-
tives, including one in Applied Art called Designing nomics training could prepare women for a vari-
and Decorating. It had classes in woodwork, land- ety of careers other than homemaking. Although 
scape gardening, topography, and photography.122 By courses in interior decoration and furnishing made 
1929, the Home Economics Division’s Department of their appearance, “professional career training … 
Art offered a “Curriculum in Home Economics with developed slowly”126 and coursework became even 
Special Training in Art” as a “background for profes- more diverse as each program grappled with profes-
sional work in the art feld, for teaching of art, and sional education. 
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Universities: Architecture 

An Auxiliary course of two years in interior 
decoration is also provided. Its curriculum 
is complete and independent of that of the 
regular course in architecture. It prepares 
students for the practice of the profession of 
interior decoration.127 (Catalog, University 
of Pennsylvania, 1892) 

Schools, divisions, or departments of architecture 
offered interior decoration in at least four ways 
between 1892 and 1930. The frst two types of pro-
grams were intended to train interior decoration prac-
titioners and are still common in interior design today. 
The other two focused primarily on architects. Inte-
rior decoration courses and programs in architecture 
were sometimes aimed at women or provided alterna-
tives to the study of architecture. 

The frst type occurred when interior decoration 
was a specifc program within an architecture school 
or division. One of the earliest was the University 
of Pennsylvania School of Architecture, which frst 
offered interior decoration in 1892. The program 
name changed from interior decoration to interior 
architecture in 1894 and back to interior decoration 
in 1896. It focused on drawing and history more than 
interior decoration, thus refecting the philosophy of 
the Ecole des Beaux Arts.128 The program culminated 
in a Certifcate of Profciency but was discontinued in 
1905. The University of Oregon School of Architec-
ture and Allied Arts offered a fve-year interior design 
program in architecture beginning in 1926. Students 
were awarded a Bachelor of Architecture in Interior 
Design.129 Coursework covered freehand drawing, 
architectural graphics, basic design, color theory, 
sculpture, painting, interior decoration, art and inte-
rior history, textiles and materials, construction, and 
business practices. In both of these examples, interior 
decoration shared such courses with architecture as 
freehand drawing, architectural drawing, elements of 
design, and art and architecture history. 

A second type of interior decoration program was 
an interdisciplinary one between architecture and 

another academic unit. One example is the 1918 
interior decoration program at the University of 
Minnesota, which was comprised of two years in 
the School of Literature, Science and the Arts and 
two years in the College of Architecture in the School 
of Engineering and Architecture. Students earned 
a Bachelor of Science (BS) in Interior Decoration. 
Coursework, consisting of both architecture and 
interior decoration courses, covered freehand draw-
ing, architectural graphics, basic design, color theory, 
painting, interior decoration, art and interior history 
and textiles and materials.130 

The last two program types were aimed primarily at 
architecture students who wanted to design domestic 
architecture or continue the tradition of designing all 
elements of the interiors. The frst type was programs 
offering a course or two either in domestic architec-
ture planning or interior decoration for architecture 
students only. At Kansas State Agricultural College, 
the architecture curriculum in the Division of Engi-
neering had a course called Domestic Architecture 
beginning in 1918, and by 1924, architecture stu-
dents could take several interior design and decora-
tion courses.131 Added to the regular drawing, design, 
and history of architecture courses, students were 
required to take an interior decoration class, consist-
ing of “designing English, Italian, French, and Colo-
nial interiors and furniture.”132 Two elective design 
studios were offered for “those who wish to specialize 
interior design and decoration.”133 

Finally, in some programs interior decoration was 
part of a course in decorative design for architects 
to continue the architectural tradition of totally 
designed environments.134 In 1907, the University 
of Illinois, School of Architecture announced a new 
program in architectural decoration. The four-year 
curriculum culminated in a Bachelor of Science in 
Architectural Decoration and was intended to “ft 
students to become designers of architectural interi-
ors, as well as exteriors, together with furnishings and 
decoration.”135 Similarly, the University of Michigan 
had a four-year program in Decorative Design in 
1927, “which, for the present, emphasizes interior 
decoration.”136 The program required the theory of 
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Night schools afforded working people an education in interior decoration (and other subjects). 

design, color, pattern and decorative design, lettering, 
composition, weaving, and an interior design and 
furnishing course.137 Students earned a Bachelor of 
Science in Decorative Design. 

Universities: Art or Fine Arts 

[In the College of Fine Arts], curricula of 
four years are offered leading to the degree 
of bachelor of fne arts, with a major in 
… interior decoration, . . . .”138 (Catalog, 
University of Washington, 1920) 

Interior decoration programs in art departments 
appear to have been mainly of two kinds. One was 
a major in a college or department of fne arts. The 
other was in schools where home economics was in an 
art department or school of arts and sciences, instead 
of agriculture, and provided courses related to the 
home, such as home furnishings or home architecture, 
for its own or another program. 

As an example of the frst type, the University of 
Washington had a four-year Bachelor of Fine Arts 
with a major in interior decoration beginning in 
1920. Interior decoration was in the Department of 
Painting, Sculpture and Design; coursework included 
drawing, drafting, interior decoration, furniture 
design, and household design.139 Although the Col-
lege of Fine Arts had a curriculum in architecture, 
interior decoration students took only two courses 
(Dimension Drawing and Architecture History) 
over three quarters in architecture.140 In 1928, the 
program changed from interior decoration to inte-
rior design, but the program requirements did not 
change.141 

At the University of Oklahoma, starting about 1919, 
the School of Fine Arts gave a Bachelor of Fine Arts 
(BFA) in Domestic Arts. Courses included drawing, 
design, and home architecture and furnishing.142 

Although all courses were designated as art, some, 
such as Home Architecture and Home Decoration, 
were located in the Department of Domestic Art 
in the College of Arts and Sciences. In 1921, the 

university gave a BFA in Decorative Design that was 
“suitable for the training of professional decorators.” 
It required one course in interior decoration.143 

Universities: Normal Schools 

The School of Practical Arts of Columbia 
University … will offer courses this Fall 
that will give the interior decorator a really 
professional standing for the frst time in the 
history of the country. (New York Times, 
1916144) 

Interior decoration was taught at normal schools or 
teacher’s colleges to prepare teachers for various top-
ics in vocational education, such as cooking, sewing, 
and interior decoration, most often taught in high 
schools. Although teachers colleges offered many dif-
ferent types of art courses, a 1929 study found that 
“the work in … interior decoration is often given in 
Departments of Home Economics; hence the number 
of such courses given by Fine Arts Departments is 
small.”145 However, at least one program, Teachers 
College of Columbia University in New York City, 
prepared students for interior decoration practice. 
The New York Times reported that it resulted from 
“the outgrowth of hundreds of letters to the uni-
versity authorities from decorators, manufacturers, 
importers, and the wholesalers all over the country” 
and that “the new courses, which are the frst of 
their kind, leading to a degree, [to be] offered by an 
American university … will mark the turning point 
in the practice of interior decoration.”146 Course-
work included drawing, history, interior decoration, 
and design, particularly of objects for interiors. 
Teacher’s colleges no longer offer interior decoration 
or design, and colleges particularly to train teachers 
in interior decoration are few. These few examples 
illustrate the disparity of preparation for practition-
ers in universities during this early period. Although 
most seemed to be intended to prepare students for 
practice, the variations in the number and types of 
courses required would have created gaps in educa-
tion in such areas as textiles and materials, business 
practices, and space planning. 
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While diversity can help promote variety in careers and education, it also can generate diffculties. 

Evening Schools 

When I graduated from Yale University I 
started as a carpet salesman. Customers … 
would ask the salesman’s recommendation 
regarding the color and design of carpet. 
I was a perfect ignoramus . . . .  I  went  to  
the Chairman of the Educational Committee 
[of the West Side Y.M.C.A], told him my 
problem and guaranteed the class if he would 
provide the instructor. So in the fall of 1902 
Mr. Frank Alvah Parsons began his class in 
house furnishing and decorating.147 (William 
Sloane Coffn, Director, W & J Sloane, 1914) 

Night schools afforded working people an education 
in interior decoration (and other subjects). Art and 
design schools and some universities offered both 
day and night classes. Some had Saturday classes 
too. During the frst two decades of the twentieth 
century, the YMCA and the YWCA in New York 
City held evening classes in Decorating and Furnish-
ing. The YMCA program, which began in 1902, 
offered “unique special classes in decorating and 
furnishing for salesmen, furnishers, decorators and 
architects.”148 One of the lecturers was Frank Alvah 
Parsons, soon-to-be director of the New York School 
of Fine Arts. The classes instructed various trades-
people in the “fundamental reasons behind” the 
choices of colors, materials, and furnishings needed 
“to express the intended character of interiors.”149 

Correspondence Courses 

Here, in this course, is all that we know 
about interior decoration,” said the eminent 
authorities who prepared it . . . .  The  result  is  
a course that is remarkable for its thorough-
ness, its authoritativeness and its intensely 
practical value. Its twenty-four lessons give 
the student the foundation of the expert.150 

(Arts and Decoration Home Study Course, 
1922) 

From the early twentieth century onward, corre-
spondence courses were a way to study interior 
decorating at home. They were aimed at both house-
wives decorating their own homes and those who 
wished to practice professionally. Although “the 
frst signifcant use of correspondence study was 
as part of the Chautauqua movement in 1878,” 
it soon included more subjects and became more 
widespread.151 The frst home study course with inte-
rior decoration may have been the 1907 American 
School of Home Economics’ The Library of Home 
Economics. Primarily for homemakers, the frst vol-
ume was Isabel Bevier’s practical book, The House: 
Its Plan, Decoration and Care.152 Some colleges also 
offered correspondence courses; at least one covered 
interior decoration.153 One of the earliest correspon-
dence courses specifcally for interior decoration was 
the Home Study Course in the Decorative Arts by 
Sherrill Whiton in 1915.154 Others soon followed. 
Some schools, such as the New York School of 
Interior Decoration (now the New York School of 
Interior Design) offered both home and on-campus 
study.155 One example, the Arts and Decoration Cor-
respondence course of 1922 covered most content 
areas of interior decoration with the exception of 
drawing. 

Conclusion 
If training for interior decorators between 1870 
and 1930 could be described in a single word, it 
would probably be “diversity.” This was evident 
in the many means and places to acquire training, 
the institutions that offered it, and the variety of 
programs and course titles. Diversity in training 
methods generally characterized the early days of 
most new occupations until educational standards 
were developed. This was true of architecture as 
well as interior decoration, which paralleled each 
other. Apprenticeships, drawing schools, mechanics 
institutes, and builders’ guides were the basis of 
architectural education in the United States until 
after the Civil War when university programs were 
established.156 
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Despite changes and advances in professionalization, such as its own accrediting body, interior design 
education and practice continue to face similar challenges as interior decoration did. 

Diversity was important to interior decoration at 
its inception. The most signifcant benefts were 
individuality and availability. People with various 
backgrounds and interests could learn interior deco-
ration in ways most suitable and accessible to them. 
They could, as some recommended, develop their own 
programs of study, and women in particular profted 
from these varied paths.157 Diversity also accommo-
dated the evolving defnition of the decorator from 
a wall painter to furnisher. Interior decoration began 
as a broad feld with various types of practitioners 
providing a range of services. As practice began to 
focus more on furnishing, specifc practice areas and 
the requisite body of knowledge began to be carved 
out. This started to happen in interior decoration in 
the early twentieth century. 

While diversity can help promote variety in careers 
and education, it also can generate diffculties. First 
is the disparity in preparation, knowledge, and skill; 
practitioners ranged from the society decorator to the 
college-trained decorator, which engendered criticism 
within and outside the profession.158 This diversity, 
along with practitioners from various areas, con-
tributed to the lack of a strong identity and cohesion 
within the profession and made it hard to break away 
from similar felds and lay hold of specifc areas of 
practice. Attempts to defne the decorator, misunder-
standings in the use of the term “within and outside 
the profession,” and tensions with other similar felds 
are evidence of these problems. In education, this was 
apparent in the variety of institutions where interior 
decoration was taught, where it was housed, the 
assortment of names other than interior decoration 
for courses and programs, and the range in course 
requirements within the various programs. 

As interior decoration transitioned into interior 
design and educational and professional standards 
developed, some of the early diversity in training 
methods, such as self-education, became obsolete 
or was integrated into interior design curriculums, 
including art training, apprenticeships (now intern-
ships) and the correspondence course (now online). 
Yet, some diversity remains in interior design educa-
tion in the variety of public and private institutions 

where it is taught, the courses that are offered, and 
the manner in which they are titled. And yet inte-
rior design retains its early connection to fne arts, 
architecture, and home economics.159 

Despite changes and advances in professionalization, 
such as its own accrediting body, interior design 
education and practice continue to face similar chal-
lenges as interior decoration did. These include a 
lack of agreement about the amount and type of for-
mal education needed for practice, disagreement over 
titles, and confict with other similar felds.160 Interior 
decoration did not resolve these issues. As a result, 
they became the foundation on which interior design 
was built. 

To further explore interior design’s foundation, inte-
rior decoration practice, practitioners, and educa-
tion provide many opportunities for study. How 
and where early interior decorators and design-
ers obtained training, if they did at all, should be 
explored, as should the role of apprenticeships in 
early practice. Another area for examination is the 
relationship between industrial art, decorative design 
and interior decoration where confusion and over-
lapping areas of expertise appear to have existed. 
Early interior decoration programs often taught prod-
uct and furniture design, and at least one article 
title included industrial art but discussed interior 
decoration.161 A more comprehensive comparison of 
architectural and interior decoration education could 
be made. Early programs at various art and design 
schools and home economics, architecture, and art at 
colleges and universities in the United States should be 
documented. Along the same vein, the use of various 
degrees and course titles, such as interior architecture, 
interior design, house decoration, and interior decora-
tion, could be explored within the types of institutions 
offering interior decoration. Graduate study in inte-
rior decoration in this period should be examined. 
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